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S U M M A R Y
Flat slab subduction has been ascribed to a variety of causes, including subduction of buoyant
ridges/plateaus and forced trench retreat. The former, however, has irregular spatial correla-
tions with flat slabs, while the latter has required external forcing in geodynamic subduction
models, which might be insufficient or absent in nature. In this paper, we present buoyancy-
driven numerical geodynamic models and aim to investigate flat slab subduction in the absence
of external forcing as well as test the influence of overriding plate strength, subducting plate
thickness, inclusion/exclusion of an oceanic plateau and lower mantle viscosity on flat slab
formation and its evolution. Flat slab subduction is reproduced during normal oceanic sub-
duction in the absence of ridge/plateau subduction and without externally forced plate motion.
Subduction of a plateau-like feature, in this buoyancy-driven setting, enhances slab steepening.
In models that produce flat slab subduction, it only commences after a prolonged period of
slab dip angle reduction during lower mantle slab penetration. The flat slab is supported by
mantle wedge suction, vertical compressive stresses at the base of the slab and upper mantle
slab buckling stresses. Our models demonstrate three modes of flat slab subduction, namely
short-lived (transient) flat slab subduction, long-lived flat slab subduction and periodic flat slab
subduction, which occur for different model parameter combinations. Most models demon-
strate slab folding at the 660 km discontinuity, which produces periodic changes in the upper
mantle slab dip angle. With relatively high overriding plate strength or large subducting plate
thickness, such folding results in periodic changes in the dip angle of the flat slab segment,
which can lead to periodic flat slab subduction, providing a potential explanation for peri-
odic arc migration. Flat slab subduction ends due to the local overriding plate shortening and
thickening it produces, which forces mantle wedge opening and a reduction in mantle wedge
suction. As overriding plate strength controls the shortening rate, it has a strong control on
the duration of flat slab subduction, which increases with increasing strength. For the weakest
overriding plate, flat slab subduction is short-lived and lasts only 6 Myr, while for the strongest
overriding plate flat slab subduction is long-lived and exceeds 75 Myr. Progressive overriding
plate shortening during flat slab subduction might explain why flat slab subduction terminated
in the Eocene in western North America and in the Jurassic in South China.

Key words: Mantle processes; Numerical modelling; Continental margins: convergent; Dy-
namics of lithosphere and mantle; Folds and folding; Subduction zone processes.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

1.1 Flat slab subduction and slab dip angles

The dip angle of slabs in the Earth’s mantle varies considerably,
both in the shallow upper mantle and at greater depth (Jarrard 1986;
Yamaoka et al. 1986; Gudmundsson & Sambridge 1998; Gutscher
et al. 2000; Lallemand et al. 2005; Schellart 2008a; Hayes et al.
2012, Fig. 1). Some 69 per cent of slab segments at active subduction

zones have an average slab dip angle down to ∼125 km depth in the
range 20–40◦ (normal dip angle, Fig. 1o). Those with a steep slab
dip angle (>40◦) take up some 17 per cent. These slab segments,
representing ∼86 per cent of slab segments at active subduction
zones on Earth, are generally characterized by one convex-upward
hinge zone in the uppermost 100–200 km, which is located close
to the trench (Figs 1d, e, m and n). The remaining 14 per cent
consist of subduction segments with an anomalously low average
slab dip angle down to ∼125 km depth (≤20◦) and are generally
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Figure 1. Classification and occurrence in nature of low-angle and flat slab subduction. (a) Tectonic map of the Pacific and Indian Ocean domains showing
most active subduction zones on Earth (not shown are the Mediterranean and Makran subduction zones). (b–e) Classification of shallow (from trench to
∼200 km depth) subducted slab geometry based on slab dip angle and presence and geometry of slab hinges. (b) Low angle subduction with an average slab dip
angle ≤20◦ and two subduction hinges (both are convex upward). (c) Flat slab subduction with a flat slab segment dipping ≤10◦ and three subduction hinges,
of which one is concave upward (proximal flat slab hinge) and two are convex upward (trench hinge and distal flat slab hinge). (d) Normal (intermediate) angle
subduction with 20◦ < average slab dip angle ≤40◦ and one subduction hinge (convex upward). (e) Steep angle subduction with an average slab dip angle
> 40◦ and one subduction hinge (convex upward). (f–h) Natural examples of low angle subduction [locations shown in (a)]. (f) Nankai slab segment (geometry
from Nakajima & Hasegawa (2007)). (g) Alaska slab segment (geometry derived from Ohta et al. (2006)). (h) Cascadia slab (geometry derived from Slab1.0
model (Hayes et al. 2012)). (i–l) Natural examples of flat slab subduction [locations shown in (a)]. (i) Mexico slab segment (geometry from Pérez-Campos
et al. (2008) and Manea et al. (2017)). (j) Northern Peru slab segment [geometry derived from Slab1.0 model (Hayes et al. 2012)]. (k) Central Peru slab
segment (geometry derived from Phillips & Clayton (2014)). (l) Central Chile slab segment [geometry derived from Marot et al. (2014)]. (m) Natural example
of normal angle subduction, the southern Kuril slab segment [geometry derived from Slab1.0 model (Hayes et al. 2012)]. (n) Natural example of steep angle
subduction, the southern New Hebrides slab segment [geometry from Slab1.0 model (Hayes et al. 2012)]. Panels (g), (k), (m) and (n) have been modified from
Schellart (2020). (o) Frequency plot for slab dip angle averaged over a depth range from trench to 125 km depth for 241 subduction segments (∼200 km in
trench parallel extent) of all active subduction zones on Earth [data updated from Schellart (2008a)]. Note that (f–n) show the geometry of the top of the slab.
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characterized by two or three slab hinges in the uppermost 100–
200 km. These subduction segments can be subdivided into two
categories: subduction with two convex-upward slab hinges and a
relatively straight slab segment in between that is dipping at a low
angle (Figs 1b, f–h); and subduction involving three slab hinges in
the uppermost ∼100–200 km of which the middle one is concave
upward and the other two are convex upward (Figs 1c, i–l). The
former slab geometry with two slab hinges will be referred to as
low-angle subduction, considering that the slab in between the two
hinges has a low slab dip angle (Fig. 1b). The latter slab geometry,
with three slab hinges, will be referred to as flat slab subduction in
this contribution, following Schellart (2020), considering that the
slab segment in between the second (concave) slab hinge and third
(convex) slab hinge lies (sub)horizontally (flat) below the base of the
overriding plate (Fig. 1c). The flat slab segment is generally found
at 50–150 km depth and extends laterally some 150–300 km in the
trench-normal direction for active flat slab subduction settings in
nature (Figs 1i–l). This so-called flat slab subduction involving three
slab hinges is the subject of this study. Active flat slab subduction
is relatively rare on Earth and occurs only in a few localities (e.g.
central Chile, central Peru, northern Peru and Mexico, Barazangi
& Isacks 1976; Manea et al. 2017). Flat slab subduction has also
been proposed to have occurred in the geological past (e.g. western
North America, southern Peru and East China, Dickinson & Snyder
1978; Bird 1984; Henderson et al. 1984; Li & Li 2007; Ramos &
Folguera 2009).

1.2 Flat slab subduction, wedge suction and aseismic ridge
subduction

Much progress has been made in understanding the origin of flat slab
subduction in nature. Early models of subduction zone corner flow
pointed to large suction forces in the mantle wedge, reducing the slab
dip angle and predicting flat slab subduction for most subduction
settings on Earth (Tovish et al. 1978). The fact that flat slabs are the
exception rather than the rule might suggest that the suction force
was overestimated for settings on Earth. Indeed, a low viscosity
mantle wedge resulting from, for example, slab dehydration and
wedge hydration reduces the suction force, and prevents or reduces
flat slab formation, as demonstrated by 2-D subduction models
(Manea & Gurnis 2007).

Other work proposed that flat slabs occur through subduction of
buoyant ridges or plateaus such as the Juan Fernandez Ridge and
Nazca Ridge at the South American subduction zone (Pilger 1981;
Henderson et al. 1984; Gutscher et al. 2000; van Hunen et al. 2002;
Rosenbaum et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2010; Antonijevic et al. 2015). But
geodynamic modelling studies do not provide consistent outcomes,
with some studies involving subduction in 2-D space with externally
imposed convergence showing flat slab subduction (e.g. van Hunen
et al. 2002), and others involving buoyancy-driven subduction in
3-D space showing only a limited (∼10◦) slab dip angle reduction
at shallow depth during subduction of large aseismic ridges (e.g.
Flórez-Rodrı́guez et al. 2019). Furthermore, the spatial correlation
between flat slab and ridge/plateau subduction has many excep-
tions. Indeed, some flat slab subduction segments lack an aseismic
ridge/plateau (e.g. Mexico), and numerous regions of aseismic ridge
subduction exist, most notably in the Western Pacific, that lack a
flat slab (e.g. Kamchatka with Emperor Ridge, Ryukyu with Amami
Plateau and Daito Ridge, Mariana with Marcus-Necker Ridge, New
Hebrides with d’Entrecasteaux Ridge, Tonga with Louisville Ridge,
e.g. Skinner & Clayton 2011, 2013). It has thus been proposed that

subduction of an aseismic ridge is not sufficient to, by itself, cause
flat slab subduction (Antonijevic et al. 2015). Indeed, the lack of
flat slab subduction (conform Fig. 1c) in the Western Pacific, Indian
Ocean, Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean, including places where
a buoyant aseismic ridge or plateau is being subducted, has recently
been ascribed to the fact that subduction zones in these regions are
either narrow (small trench-parallel extent), young, or both (Schel-
lart 2020), thereby preventing flat slabs to form. Additionally, it was
shown that for the present-day flat slabs in the eastern Pacific, their
initiation occurred at a time when their subduction zone was wide
and old.

1.3 Flat slab subduction during imposed plate or plate
boundary motion

Geodynamic modelling studies have reproduced flat slab subduc-
tion in cases of forced subduction through externally forced trench-
ward overriding plate motion and externally forced trench retreat.
The imposed overriding plate trenchward velocities vary from 2
to 6 cm yr–1 in several numerical models (e.g. van Hunen et al.
2004; Manea & Gurnis 2007; Arcay et al. 2008; Gerya et al. 2009),
while an analogue modelling study uses higher velocities scaling to
9–14 cm yr–1 (Espurt et al. 2008). Observed velocities for regions
of active flat slab subduction in South and Central America are on
the low end of this spectrum or smaller, of the order −0.7 cm yr–1

(Nazca ridge region), 0.6 cm yr–1 (Mexico flat slab) and 1.6 cm yr–1

(Juan Fernandez flat slab, Schellart et al. 2007). These velocities
are dependent on the choice of reference frame but in most of these
reference frames the velocities are only of the order of a few cm yr–1

or less (Schellart 2008a). The Laramide flat slab likely developed
during relatively fast trenchward overriding plate velocities in the
range 3–5 cm yr–1 (Liu & Currie 2016).

Other models use imposed convergence velocities of 5–
10 cm yr–1, either with a buoyant plateau on the subducting plate
(van Hunen et al. 2002), with relatively buoyant subducting litho-
sphere (Shemenda 1993; Gerya et al. 2009; Rodrı́guez-González
et al. 2012), or with relatively normal oceanic lithosphere (e.g.
Olbertz et al. 1997; van Hunen et al. 2000), forming flat slab sub-
duction during an early phase of subduction. These models might
explain the low angle subduction (conform Fig. 1b) as observed in
Nankai and Alaska (Figs 1f and g), and proposed for New Guinea,
which are relatively young subduction zones. However, the active
flat slabs of Central Chile, Peru and Mexico and the proposed past
flat slabs in North America (Laramide) and South China have oc-
curred at subduction zones that have been active for more than 100
Myr (Burchfiel & Davis 1975; Coira et al. 1982; Collins 2003;
Domeier & Torsvik 2014). So for these flat slabs an explanation is
needed as to why they formed at a very old subduction zone.

More recently, geodynamic subduction models investigating flat
slab subduction have demonstrated that a combination of param-
eters can create flat slab subduction. For example, forced trench
retreat combined with enhanced mantle wedge suction due to a
cratonic thick overriding plate (Manea et al. 2012), forced trench
and plate motion combined with buoyant plateau subduction (Liu
& Currie 2016), or forced trench and plate motion combined with
buoyant ridge/plateau subduction, young oceanic plate subduction
and enhanced mantle wedge suction (Hu et al. 2016), can produce
flat slab subduction. Antonijevic et al. (2015) have also proposed
a combination of factors to explain flat slab subduction in Peru,
attributing it to subduction of the Nazca ridge, suction and major
trench retreat.
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1.4 Flat slab subduction in a buoyancy-driven subduction
setting

Most geodynamic models discussed above reproducing flat slab
subduction have two important aspects in common: (1) they in-
volve forced plate motion and subduction using applied velocity
boundary conditions; (2) they do not investigate subduction and
flat slab subduction at very long timescales (>100 Myr). A recent
work has taken a different approach in which slab flattening and flat
slab subduction are studied and reproduced with buoyancy-driven
geodynamic models during long-lived subduction (Schellart 2020).
It demonstrates that flat slab subduction preferentially occurs in
the centre of wide (large trench-parallel extent) subduction zones
(as this enhances vertical wedge suction forces) that are very old
(active for a long time), because this allows for long-term slab dip
angle reduction during progressive subduction into the lower man-
tle, as a result of strong whole mantle poloidal return flow below
the overriding plate. Other recent numerical works presenting 2-D
(Yang et al. 2019; Strak & Schellart 2021) and 3-D (Schellart 2017)
time-evolving buoyancy-driven subduction models concur with the
work of Schellart (2020), as they show progressive slab dip angle
reduction and early stages of slab flattening (Schellart 2017; Yang
et al. 2019) or flat slab subduction (Strak & Schellart 2021) in mod-
els with significant lower mantle slab penetration and strong whole
mantle poloidal return flow below the overriding plate. In the cur-
rent contribution we build on this approach and test, in a long-term,
buoyancy-driven, subduction environment, the effect of a number
of physical parameters (overriding plate strength, subducting plate
thickness, lower mantle viscosity, inclusion of a plateau) and bound-
ary conditions (free-slip, no-slip and periodic) on the occurrence,
duration and mode of flat slab subduction. This leads us to define
three modes of flat slab subduction, namely short-lived, long-lived
and periodic flat slab subduction. The research also presents a new
mechanism, derived from the geodynamic models, to explain the
termination of flat slab subduction.

2 M E T H O D S

The numerical geodynamic models have been designed to specif-
ically investigate the long-term evolution of subduction into a
deep-mantle reservoir with a particular focus on the evolution of
the slab dip angle and the formation of a flat slab. The numeri-
cal code Underworld is used (Moresi et al. 2003, 2007; Stegman
et al. 2006) to model time-evolving subduction and mantle flow
in a rectangular box with compositional buoyancy contrasts in an
incompressible Boussinesq fluid. Underworld is an open-source
numerical particle-in-cell finite element code and is available at
http://www.underworldcode.org. The models are set up in 2-D space
and represent the central region of a wide subduction zone where
mantle wedge suction forces are maximum (Dvorkin et al. 1993;
Schellart 2020). Sets of Lagrangian particles are embedded within
a standard Eulerian finite element mesh and represent distinct vol-
umes. The finite element mesh discretises the problem such that the
governing equations can be solved. The reader is referred to earlier
work (Moresi et al. 2003, 2007; Stegman et al. 2006; Schellart &
Moresi 2013) for detailed information on the numerical method and
the equations that are solved.

The models use a 10 000 km long and 2900 km deep (entire
mantle depth) rectangular box (Fig. 2). The models include a 660-
km-thick upper mantle domain with a non-linear stress-dependent
viscosity with a stress exponent n = 3.5, a maximum viscosity
ηUM-Max and minimum viscosity ηUM-Min = 0.1ηUM-Max following

earlier work to facilitate numerical convergence (Schellart 2017).
The models are run non-dimensionally and are later dimensional-
ized using a length scale ratio (where a non-dimensional length
1 represents 1000 km) and viscosity scale ratio (where a non-
dimensional viscosity of 1 represents 5 × 1020 Pa·s) (e.g. Stegman
et al. 2006; Schellart 2017). The dimensionalized ηUM-Min = 5 ×
1019 Pa·s and ηUM-Max = 5 × 1020 Pa·s, which fall within the es-
timated range of sublithospheric upper mantle viscosity values in
nature (1019–1021 Pa·s, Peltier 2004; James et al. 2009; Harig et al.
2010). Note that using half of the dimensionalized viscosity values,
which is perfectly permissible given the uncertainty in viscosity val-
ues in nature, would result in scaled velocity values that are twice
as high and scaled time lapses that would be halved.

The upper mantle is underlain by a 2240-km-thick lower mantle
with a linear viscosity ηLM = 100ηUM-Max in most models, includ-
ing the reference model, following earlier work (Schellart 2017,
2020), and ηLM = 10ηUM-Max in one model. Studies on the mantle
viscosity structure indeed indicate that the lower mantle is about
10–100 times more viscous than the sublithospheric upper mantle
(e.g. Hager 1984; Davies & Richards 1992; Davies 1999; Kaufmann
& Lambeck 2000). The implemented viscosity step is a reasonable
approximation for all the effects of the 660 km discontinuity (vis-
cosity changes, density changes and thermodynamic reactions from
mineral phase transitions), as shown in earlier work (e.g. Arredondo
& Billen 2016). Apart from the lower mantle viscosity, several other
parameters have been tested, namely overriding plate viscosity, sub-
ducting plate thickness, inclusion of an oceanic plateau and bound-
ary conditions. The main characteristics of all the models presented
and/or discussed in this contribution are presented in Table 1.

The bottom boundary of the model represents the core–mantle
boundary, which is modelled in most experiments, including the
reference experiment, with a free-slip boundary because the outer
core has a viscosity that is many orders of magnitude smaller than
that of the overlying lower mantle (e.g. de Wijs et al. 1998; Rutter
et al. 2002; Palmer & Smylie 2005). In two models a no-slip bottom
boundary has been tested. The other model boundaries also have
free-slip conditions. Two models also tested open periodic boundary
conditions.

The primary goal of the current work is to demonstrate the in-
fluence of a number of parameters on flat slab subduction in a
buoyancy-driven environment for an isolated subduction system.
As such, there are no imposed (non-zero) velocity boundary con-
ditions and the large model box and the free-slip boundaries are
chosen to reduce the influence of the boundaries on the model out-
comes. Mantle flow, subduction, plate motion and plate deformation
are driven entirely by buoyancy forces, comparable to earlier mod-
els of whole mantle subduction in 2-D space in which the long-term
evolution of subduction is investigated (e.g. Zhong & Gurnis 1995).

In the reference model an 80-km-thick three-layer oceanic sub-
ducting plate with a strong viscous core is implemented following
earlier work (Stegman et al. 2010; Schellart 2017), simulating rela-
tively young oceanic lithosphere, comparable to subducting oceanic
plates along the west coast of the Americas, with an average age
of 40–50 Ma. The top layer is a 30-km-thick viscoplastic layer
with a maximum viscosity (ηSP-T-Max = 1000ηUM-Max) and a von
Mises rheology that allows for the vertical decoupling of the sub-
ducting plate from the free-slip top surface and allows for weak
mechanical coupling between the subducting and overriding plates.
During subduction, the entire viscoplastic layer yields and shows
a viscosity reduction near the trench, but in general the viscosity
reduction is often highest in the top part of the layer close to the
overriding plate. The yield stress used for the viscoplastic top layer
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Figure 2. Numerical model set-up to investigate buoyancy-driven time-evolving subduction and flat slab formation in a very large 2-D domain with a
layered whole mantle reservoir. The geodynamic model includes a layered negatively buoyant subducting plate with three layers with different viscosity (top,
middle and bottom) and a layered overriding plate with two layers with the same viscosity but different density (crustal layer and lithospheric mantle layer).
ηSP-T = subducting plate top layer viscosity, ηSP-T-Max = subducting plate top layer maximum viscosity, ηSP-M = subducting plate middle layer viscosity,
ηSP-B = subducting plate bottom layer viscosity, ηFA = forearc viscosity, ηBA = backarc viscosity, ηBAT = backarc transition zone viscosity, ηFBA = far backarc
viscosity, ηUM = sublithospheric upper mantle viscosity, ηUM-Min = minimum sublithospheric upper mantle viscosity, ηUM-Max = maximum sublithospheric
upper mantle viscosity, ηLM = lower mantle viscosity, ρUM = sublithospheric upper mantle density, ρLM = lower mantle density, ρSP = subducting plate
density, ρC = continental crustal density and ρLiM = continental lithospheric mantle density. Note that those values that are underlined are the values for the
reference model. The other values are used for the models of the parametric investigation. See Table 1 and methods for more details.

Table 1. Numerical model parameters.

Model
Subducting plate
thickness [km]

Backarc
non-dimensional

viscosity

Boundary
conditions side

walls
Boundary

conditions bottom Plateau

BA50 80 50 Free-slip Free-slip No
Reference (BA100) 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
BA200 80 200 Free-slip Free-slip No
BA400 80 400 Free-slip Free-slip No
SP60 60 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
SP100 100 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
SP100-BA400 100 400 Free-slip Free-slip No
LM10∗ 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
NSB BA100 80 100 Free-slip No-slip No
NSB BA400 80 400 Free-slip No-slip No
PSW BA100 80 100 Periodic Free-slip No
PSW BA400 80 400 Periodic Free-slip No
Plateau N-Buo& 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip Near, Buoyant
Plateau N-Neu# 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip Near, Neutral
Plateau F-Buo$ 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip Far, Buoyant
Plateau F-Neu

∧
80 100 Free-slip Free-slip Far, Neutral

Reference LowRes@ 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
Reference HighRes% 80 100 Free-slip Free-slip No
∗This model is the same as the reference model except that it has a non-dimensional lower mantle viscosity of 10 rather than 100.
&Nearest plateau edge at 1800 km from trench and a buoyant plateau lithosphere that is 37.5 kg m–3 less dense than the sublithospheric
mantle.
#Nearest plateau edge at 1800 km from trench and a plateau lithosphere that has the same density as the sublithospheric mantle.
$Nearest plateau edge at 3900 km from trench and a buoyant plateau lithosphere that is 37.5 kg m–3 less dense than the sublithospheric
mantle.
∧

Nearest plateau edge at 3900 km from trench and a plateau lithosphere that has the same density as the sublithospheric mantle.
@This model is the same as the reference model except that it has a lower resolution of 512 by 192 elements (instead of 1024 by 512).
%This model is the same as the reference model except that it has a higher resolution of 2048 by 1024 elements (instead of 1024 by 512).
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scales to 23.5 MPa, which is within the range estimated for large
natural subduction zones like the South American subduction zone
(Strak & Schellart 2021). The middle layer is 20 km thick and
strong with a Newtonian rheology (ηSP-M = 1000ηUM-Max), while
the bottom layer is 30 km thick and also Newtonian but weaker
(ηSP-B = 50ηUM-Max). This gives an effective slab viscosity in the
range ∼270ηUM-Max to 644ηUM-Max, which is comparable to effective
viscosities for subducting slabs deduced in previous works (Ribe
2010; Stegman et al. 2010). Furthermore, the rheological layering
of the subducting plate represents a first-order approximation of
a strength profile for oceanic lithosphere with a brittle top part, a
strong (high-viscosity) centre and a weak (low-viscosity) bottom
(Schellart & Strak 2016). Note that the rheology of the subducted
slab remains constant and is independent of its depth, following ear-
lier works (e.g. Stegman et al. 2006, 2010). The subducting plate
is 60 kg m–3 denser than the sublithospheric mantle and is laterally
homogeneous, except for those models with an oceanic plateau. It
is 5500 km long at the surface with a 200-km-long tapered trailing
edge, and has an additional initial slab perturbation dipping at 29◦

with a length of 206 km. Additional models were run with a greater
and smaller subducting plate thickness (SP60 and SP100, with a
total thickness of 60 and 100 km, a 20 and 30 km top layer, 15 and
30 km middle layer and 25 and 40 km bottom layer, respectively)
to test the influence of the subducting plate thickness on flat slab
subduction.

The overriding plate is 4400 km long and its thickness varies in
the trench-normal direction (Fig. 2) following earlier work on the
geometry of continental overriding plates bordering Pacific subduc-
tion zones (Currie & Hyndman 2006). It contains a continental part
and a trailing oceanic part that together make a large overriding plate
comparable to plates such as the South American and North Amer-
ican plates. The continental region contains a Newtonian viscous
forearc with a 200 km length and Newtonian viscous backarc with
an 800 km length that are both 60 km thick. The forearc viscosity
and backarc viscosity for the reference model are ηFA = 400ηUM-Max

and ηBA = 100ηUM-Max, respectively. Other models were run with a
different backarc viscosity (BA50 with ηBA = 50ηUM-Max, BA200
with ηBA = 200ηUM-Max, BA400 with ηBA = 400ηUM-Max) to test the
influence of the overriding plate strength on flat slab subduction and
the duration thereof. An additional model was also run that includes
both a greater subducting plate thickness (100 km) and a higher
backarc viscosity (ηBA = 400ηUM-Max) (model SP100-BA400). The
backarc is followed by a 300-km-long, Newtonian viscous, transi-
tion zone (ηBAT = 800ηUM-Max) with a thickness increasing from 60
to 150 km, and a 3100-km-long far backarc region with Newtonian
viscosity (ηFBA = 2000ηUM-Max) that has a 2100-km-long, 150-km-
thick, continental part and a trailing oceanic region that is 1000 km
long and 100 km thick but includes a 200-km-long tapered trailing
edge. The continental part includes a 30-km-thick crustal layer that
is 480 kg m–3 less dense than the sublithospheric mantle. Finally,
the overriding plate lithospheric mantle is 30 kg m–3 denser than the
sublithospheric mantle.

The tapered trailing edges of both the subducting plate and the
overriding plate mimic the relatively free plate boundary of a spread-
ing ridge, as adopted in earlier models (Stegman et al. 2010; Schel-
lart & Moresi 2013). These edges are thus relatively passive bound-
aries in that they do not add to the drive of plate motion (nor do
they resist plate motion), in agreement with the general concept
that spreading ridges are passive features (e.g. Davies & Richards

1992; Davies 1999) and play only a subordinate role in driving plate
tectonics (Forsyth & Uyeda 1975).

The same approach is followed as Stegman et al. (2006, 2010)
in which the models are isothermal and thermochemical convec-
tion in the Earth is modelled with chemical convection only such
that density contrasts are externally imposed and non-diffusing. The
absence of thermal gradients will affect the upper mantle slab vis-
cosity and slab-upper mantle density contrast, which will be higher
in these models than in models that include thermal gradients. Due
to the high upper mantle slab sinking rates, however, these ther-
mal effects do not have any significant effect on the subduction
evolution. Lower mantle slab warming is expected to be more sig-
nificant than upper mantle slab warming due to the slower sinking
velocities in the lower mantle, producing a weaker slab in the lower
mantle, thereby resulting in stronger slab folding with tighter slab
fold structures in the lower mantle (Strak & Schellart 2021). How-
ever, the density contrast between the ambient mantle and lower
mantle folded slab pile, which includes the slab and the entrained
mantle material enclosed within the slab folds and which sinks as
one entity, is not significantly affected, as the warming of the folded
slab coincides with the cooling of the entrained mantle material en-
closed within the folds (Schellart 2017). Thus, the entire folded slab
pile’s thermal buoyancy contrast is not diminished on a timescale
of 100–200 Myr, and so the lower mantle slab driving mechanism is
not significantly affected (Strak & Schellart 2021). A consequence
of the isothermal conditions in our models is that they cannot de-
velop a cold mantle wedge corner that might form due to cooling
by the cold slab below, which would imply, locally, a higher viscos-
ity. However, dehydration of the slab causes water to infiltrate the
mantle wedge corner, which would reduce the mantle wedge corner
viscosity (e.g. Manea & Gurnis 2007), countering the effect of a
higher viscosity due to a temperature reduction.

Apart from testing the influence of subducting plate thickness and
overriding plate strength on subduction evolution and flat slab de-
velopment, four models have been run to investigate the presence of
a buoyant oceanic plateau on the subduction evolution and its effect
on the evolution of the slab dip angle in a buoyancy-driven subduc-
tion environment. In all cases the plateau has a length of 500 km
and an average density is implemented for the entire lithospheric
thickness such that lithospheric density contrast with the underlying
mantle is −37.5 kg m–3 (i.e. lighter than the underlying mantle) or
0 kg m–3 (i.e. same density as the underlying mantle). Additionally,
the nearest edge of the plateau is located either 1800 km from the
trench or 3900 km from the trench to test the influence of plateau
subduction in a younger and older subduction system (Fig. 2 and
Table 1).

The 10 000 × 2900 km numerical domain has a standard reso-
lution of 1024 (length) by 512 (depth) elements for all the models
except for those models with a buoyant plateau, for which a higher
resolution of 2048 by 1024 was used. For the reference model, tests
were also run at low resolution of 512 by 192 elements and high
resolution of 2048 by 1024 elements. These are briefly described in
Appendix A. A spatially adaptive mesh has been implemented such
that a domain of 3000 km (length) by 290 km (depth) around the
subduction zone has a maximum resolution with cells with spatial
dimensions of 4.9 km (length) by 2.8 km (depth) (and half these di-
mensions for the highest resolution) to resolve the subduction zone
interface at relatively high resolution for this type of simulation.
Initial particle distribution is 20 particles per cell. The models at
standard resolution would generally run for 4000–5000 time steps.
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3 R E S U LT S

In the following three subsections the results of the reference model
will be described. In the last five subsections of the results section
the influence of the backarc viscosity, subducting plate thickness,
oceanic plateau subduction, lower mantle viscosity and boundary
conditions will be described.

3.1 Subduction kinematics

The reference model starts with transient free sinking of the slab
in the upper mantle during which the subducting plate velocity
(vSP), overriding plate velocity (vOP), trench velocity (vT) and sub-
duction velocity (vS) increase to a maximum just before the slab
tip approaches the 660 km discontinuity. This is followed by a
sharp decrease when the slab tip first touches the 660 km discon-
tinuity, which marks the last part of the upper mantle subduction
phase, and then an increase during the transition phase when a first
fold forms at the 660 km discontinuity. During the transition phase
and the following phase of whole mantle subduction, the velocities
generally show periodic behaviour with a periodicity of ∼20 Myr
that coincides with periodic slab folding at the discontinuity (Figs 3
and 4a–d). The start of the whole mantle subduction phase is marked
by sinking of the folded slab pile into the lower mantle. The same
periodicity is observed in the horizontal deviatoric normal stress
(σ XX) in the subducting plate (Fig. 4i), where the maxima and min-
ima in σ XX closely coincide with the maxima and minima in vSP, vS

and vSP/vS. This indicates that an increase in slab pull corresponds
with an increase in subducting plate velocity, subduction velocity
and subduction partitioning. During the upper mantle subduction
phase, which lasts until ∼40 Myr, subduction is roughly equally
partitioned between trench retreat and trenchward subducting plate
motion (Fig. 4d). During the following transition phase and whole
mantle subduction phase, subduction is mostly accommodated by
trenchward subducting plate motion. Overriding plate deformation
starts with two extension periods during the upper mantle and tran-
sition phases with a maximum extension rate of 1.2 cm yr–1 (Fig. 4b)
and finite extension exceeding 200 km (Fig. 4e). Extension is fol-
lowed by overriding plate shortening from ∼53 Myr onwards during
whole mantle subduction with an overall increase in shortening rate
until ∼130 Myr reaching −1.0 cm yr–1, superposed on which is a
periodic variability, followed by a decreasing shortening rate until
the end of the model run reaching −0.5 cm yr–1 (Fig. 4b). Finite
shortening of the entire overriding plate at the end of the model run
is in excess of 400 km (Fig. 4e).

3.2 Evolution of the slab dip angle and flat slab subduction

For the reference model, the shallow slab dip angle (δs, averaged
over a depth range of 50–200 km) increases to ∼54◦ during the
first ∼16 Myr, after which it decreases to a minimum of ∼19.5◦ at
130–143 Myr, followed by an increase to δs = 25◦ at ∼163 Myr
(Fig. 4f). Periodic variability in slab dip angle is superimposed on the
long-term decrease and coincides with the periodicity in subduction
kinematics and slab folding at the 660 km discontinuity. For the first
∼109 Myr, the uppermost ∼300 km of the slab has a convex upward
curvature. Then, at ∼109.4 Myr a concave-upward kink develops
(this marks the onset of flat slab development). This kink becomes
more pronounced with progressive time when a ∼150 km long slab
segment on the downdip side of the kink progressively decreases
its dip angle, which eventually evolves into a flat slab segment
at ∼100–200 km depth (Figs 3c–d, 4g, 5). At 126–144 Myr the

flat slab segment has a local slab dip angle (δf, determined as the
minimum slab dip angle for a local, 100-km-long, slab segment
within the depth range 100–200 km) ranging between δf = −2◦ and
10◦ (dark grey zone in Figs 4a–i), while trench migration rates are
very small (−0.2 to 0.2 cm/yr), and the subducting plate velocity
and subduction velocity reach a broad local minimum (Figs 4a and
d). During the last ∼20 Myr of the simulation the slab generally
straightens, except for a brief period at ∼152–158 Myr when δf = 9–
10◦, causing the flat slab to disappear, attaining a dip δf = ∼22◦ at
the end of the simulation (Figs 4f and g).

In the reference model overriding plate extension during the upper
mantle and transitional subduction phases coincides with a relatively
steep slab dip angle and tensional deviatoric stresses in the overrid-
ing plate, while the following phase of overriding plate shortening
from 53 Myr onwards during whole mantle subduction is character-
ized by an, on average, much lower slab dip angle and compressive
deviatoric stresses in the overriding plate (Figs 3a,c, 4b, f and 5g).
After the peak shortening rate at ∼130 Myr, the latest stage of slab
flattening from δf = 4◦ to −2◦ (Fig. 4g) coincides with a drop in
shortening rate from −1.0 to −0.5 cm yr–1 (Fig. 4b) and a decrease
in compressive stresses in the overriding plate, which are maximum
at the onset of flat slab subduction but are lower when the flat slab
is maximum (Fig. 5g).

3.3 Wedge tip evolution, wedge suction and basal
compression

In the reference model, a concave upward slab kink first appears at
∼100 km depth at ∼109.4 Myr. This time marks the onset of slab
flattening in the model and coincides with a sharp decrease in the
mantle wedge tip angle (α), as can be seen for the reference model
with α = 52◦ at 108 Myr, dropping to 8◦ at 132–135 Myr (Fig. 4h).
To investigate the role of the mantle surrounding the slab, we are
interested in the vertical normal traction components on the slab top
surface and bottom surface that deviate from the lithostatic pressure,
namely the deviatoric stress σ YY. In case σ YY is tensile at the top
surface of the slab (i.e. wedge suction) and σ YY is compressive
at the bottom of the slab (basal compression), then these stresses
provide a lifting force that promotes flat slab subduction. Although
the magnitude of σ YY in the mantle wedge just above the top of the
slab is comparable (and tensional) in an early (Fig. 6a) and more
advanced stage (Fig. 6b) of subduction, σ YY in the subslab region
just below the slab base is more compressive in the advanced stage.
Moreover, the decrease in α enhances the effective vertical wedge
suction force due to the lowering of the dip angle, thus promoting flat
slab development (Fig. 4g). At the start of flat slab subduction, just
before the wedge tip angle reaches its minimum, vertical deviatoric
normal stresses reach values up to 5 MPa (tension) in the mantle
wedge tip and at the slab top surface, and −2 to 0 MPa (compression)
at the base of the slab (Fig. 6b). In a late stage of flat slab subduction
and during flat slab removal α rapidly increases, reaching 59◦ at the
end of the experiment (Fig. 4h). During flat slab removal, σ YY and
vertical wedge suction forces are generally relatively low (Fig. 6c),
significantly lower than during flat slab formation (Fig. 6b).

3.4 Influence of overriding plate strength

For those models with a different backarc viscosity (Fig. 7), the evo-
lution of the slab dip angle is comparable to the reference model for
the first ∼100 Myr, showing a long-term decrease of δs and δf, with,
superposed on this, a periodic variability (Fig. 8). During the onset
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1524 W.P. Schellart and V. Strak

Figure 3. Numerical results of the reference model showing the progressive evolution of subduction in cross-section. (a) Upper mantle subduction stage. (b)
Transition from upper mantle to whole mantle subduction stage. (c) Advanced stage of whole mantle subduction and start of slab flattening (first occurrence of
concave-upward flat slab hinge). (d) Flat slab subduction during advanced stage of whole mantle subduction. The colours illustrate the non-dimensional strain
rate field (second invariant of the strain rate tensor). Note that the subducting plate, slab and overriding plate are indicated by a black outline. The subducting
plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is positive), trench velocity (vT, retreat is positive), overriding plate deformation rate (vOPD, extension is positive) and overriding
plate velocity (at the trailing edge) (vOP, trenchward is positive) are also indicated.

of slab flattening at ∼100–110 Myr, as the third, concave-upward,
hinge starts to form, the evolution of the models starts to differ.
Those models with a strong backarc (BA200 and BA400) show a
much longer period of flat slab subduction (either periodic or contin-
uous until the end of the model run, ≥65 and ≥75 Myr, respectively)
than those with a weaker backarc (BA50 and reference model with
a backarc viscosity of 100, 6 and 18 Myr, respectively). All models
show that during flat slab subduction, δf changes continuously be-
tween −4◦ and 10◦ (white circles with black outline in Fig. 8), while
δs remains very stable, changing at most 1◦ or 2◦ (black circles in
Fig. 8). Of particular interest is the periodicity (on a ∼20 Myr time
scale) in δf observed during flat slab subduction, best developed
in model BA400, but also observable in model BA200. For model
BA400 δf remains ≤10◦ such that the phase of flat slab subduction
is continuous (Fig. 8g). For Model BA200 δf exceeds 10◦ for two
brief periods (Fig. 8e), and thus this simulation presents a periodic
style of flat slab subduction. In the reference model, a concave up-
ward slab curve first appears at ∼100 km depth at 109.4 Myr, while

in the other models it occurs at a comparable time (∼111 Myr for
BA50, ∼100 Myr for BA200, ∼98 Myr for BA400). The four mod-
els all experience overriding plate shortening during slab flattening
and flat slab subduction, and all show a general drop in vSP and vT

values and a decreasing shortening rate during progressive flat slab
subduction. Overriding plate extension rates and shortening rates
decrease with increasing backarc viscosity. Furthermore, the peri-
odicity in deformation rate becomes progressively less pronounced
with increasing backarc viscosity (green lines in Figs 8b, d, f and
h).

3.5 Influence of subducting plate thickness

For the models with a different subducting plate thickness (60 km
for SP60, 100 km for SP100), the evolution of the slab dip angle
is comparable to the reference model (80 km thickness) for the
first period of normal subduction, showing a long-term decrease of
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Figure 4. Numerical results of the reference model showing the temporal evolution of subduction zone kinematics, plate motion, overriding plate deformation,
slab dip angle, flat slab angle, mantle wedge tip angle and subducting plate stress. (a) Trench-normal subducting plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is positive),
trench velocity (vT, retreat is positive) and overriding plate velocity measured at the trailing edge of the plate (vOP, trenchward is positive). (b) Overriding plate
deformation rate (vOPD = vT–vOP, extension is positive). (c) Subduction partitioning ratio (vSP/vS). (d) Subduction velocity (vS = vT + vSP). (e) Trench-normal
finite deformation of the overriding plate (extension is positive, shortening is negative). (f) Average slab dip angle at 50–200 km depth (δs). (g) Minimum slab
dip angle for a local, 100-km-long, slab segment within the depth range 100–200 km to determine the flat slab subduction stage (δf). (h) Angle (α) of mantle
wedge tip, measured from the tip until a vertical opening distance of 20 km; α is the sum of the dip angle δ of the slab top and the dip of the overriding plate
base β. (i) Horizontal deviatoric normal stress (σXX) in the subducting plate top layer and bottom layer measured at 400 km distance from the trench. Note
that the dark grey zones indicate periods of flat slab subduction, defined as the time when δf ≤ 10◦. Grey zones indicate times when the slab has three hinges
within the depth range 0–200 km but δf > 10◦. Light grey zones indicate times of normal subduction (only one subduction hinge within the 0–200 km depth
range). Also note that α, β and δ are graphically illustrated in Fig. 15.

δs and δf, with, superposed on this, a periodic variability (Fig. 9).
There is a difference in duration of this period, however, lasting
∼109 Myr for the reference model and ∼100 Myr for SP100, but
lasting nearly 180 Myr for SP60. The slab flattening phase for model
SP60 lasts relatively long (∼44 Myr) compared to the reference
model (∼17 Myr), while that of model SP100 lasts only ∼4 Myr
(cf. Figs 9c, d and 8c). The same is true for the flat slab phases,
which last the longest for SP60 (∼25 Myr), the shortest for SP100
(two short phases of ∼7 and ∼4 Myr) and ∼18 Myr (and one brief
phase of 6 Myr) for the reference model. The models show that
during flat slab subduction, δf changes continuously between −3◦

and 10◦ (white circles with black outline in Figs 9c, d and 8c), while
δs remains very stable, changing at most 1 or 2◦ (black circles in
Figs 9c, d and 8c). Towards the end of the model runs, the flat slab
disappears and normal subduction resumes. During slab flattening
and flat slab subduction, the shortening rate generally decreases.

3.6 Influence of oceanic plateau subduction

The models that include a positively buoyant plateau (Plateau N-
Buo, Plateau F-Buo) or neutrally buoyant plateau (Plateau N-Neu,
Plateau F-Neu) with respect to the sublithospheric mantle evolve
in a similar fashion as the reference model right until the plateau
reaches the trench. During the plateau subduction stage, the slab dip
angle in the upper mantle increases (Figs 10a–c). This dip increase is
accompanied by a decrease in the subduction velocity and subduct-
ing plate velocity, while the trench velocity becomes negative, that
is, the trench starts to advance (Figs 10d–f). For those models with a
distant plateau, the slab flattening stage, which starts prior to plateau
subduction, is reversed during plateau subduction and the concave-
upward slab hinge gradually disappears (Figs 10c2–c4). For the
models with a buoyant plateau the slab stretches during plateau
subduction, eventually leading to slab detachment and subduction
termination before all of the plateau is subducted (Figs 10a4–a5,
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1526 W.P. Schellart and V. Strak

Figure 5. Reference model showing several stages of the progressive evolution of the upper mantle slab geometry before, during and after the flat slab
subduction stage and the stresses in the overriding plate. (a) Upper mantle subduction stage. (b) Start of slab flattening with a small concave upward kink in
the slab at ∼100 km depth. (c) Start of flat slab subduction with a more developed concave upward kink. (d) Flat slab subduction with maximum extent of
flat slab and minimum flat slab dip angle (−2◦). (e) Early stage of flat slab removal. (f) Resumption of ∼normal subduction (concave upward slab hinge has
almost disappeared) with a relatively straight slab dipping at a moderate angle. Panels (a)–(f) show the different particle fields. (g) Trench-normal horizontal
deviatoric normal stress (σXX) in the reference model at the overriding plate surface at seven different times (subduction stages for these times are shown in
Figs 3, 5). Note that the highest compressive stresses are observed at 126.1 Myr, some 11 Myr before maximum flat slab subduction.

c4–c5). The positive buoyancy of the trailing plateau slab segment
then rises to lie flat below the base of the overriding plate. The mod-
els with a neutrally buoyant plateau show less stretching and the
entire plateau is subducted (Figs 10b4–b5). Once normal subduc-
tion resumes, an approximately horizontal slab segment develops at
some distance below the base of the overriding plate that includes
both oceanic and plateau slab material.

3.7 Influence of lower mantle viscosity

A decrease in lower mantle viscosity to ηLM = 10ηUM-Max compared
to ηLM = 100ηUM-Max for the reference model has a significant ef-
fect on the lower mantle slab geometry, plate velocity and trench
velocity, but not so much on the uppermost upper mantle slab ge-
ometry (Fig. 11). The lower mantle slab shows a rather planar slab
geometry, without any slab folding (except for one synform at the
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Figure 6. Results of the reference model showing the wedge suction in the tip of the mantle wedge and compressive supportive stresses at the base of the slab,
as illustrated by the vertical deviatoric normal stress (σYY), at three different stages during subduction. (a) During the upper mantle subduction stage. (b) At
the start of flat slab subduction (δf = ∼10◦). (c) During an advanced stage of flat slab removal and slab straightening in a late stage of subduction.

Figure 7. Upper mantle slab geometry for four models with a different backarc viscosity at three stages. (a) Model BA50 with a weak overriding plate
backarc (ηBA = 50ηUM-Max). (b) Reference model with an intermediate strength overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 100ηUM-Max). (c) Model BA200 with a strong
overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 200ηUM-Max). (d) Model BA400 with a very strong overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 400ηUM-Max). The cross-sections show
the viscosity field, with which the slab geometry can be observed for the four models during a late stage of subduction when flat slab subduction occurs. Note
the periodic flat slab subduction in (c) and the periodicity in the flat slab dip angle in (d).
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Figure 8. Numerical results for four models with a different backarc viscosity showing (a, c, e, g) the temporal evolution of the average slab dip angle at
50–200 km depth (δs) and the local slab dip angle to determine flat slab subduction (δf), and (b, d, f, h) the subducting plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is
positive), trench velocity (vT, retreat (oceanward) is positive) and overriding plate deformation rate (vOPD, extension is positive). (a, b) Model BA50 with a weak
overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 50ηUM-Max). (c, d) Reference model with an intermediate strength overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 100ηUM-Max). (e, f) Model
BA200 with a strong overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 200ηUM-Max). (g, h) Model BA400 with a very strong overriding plate backarc (ηBA = 400ηUM-Max).
Dark grey zones indicate periods of flat slab subduction, defined as the time when δf ≤ 10◦. Grey zones indicate times when slab has three hinges within the
depth range 0–200 km but δf > 10◦. Light grey zones indicate times of normal subduction (only one subduction hinge within the 0–200 km depth range). First
appearance of grey zone [110.6 Myr in (a, b), 109.4 Myr in (c, d), 98.8 Myr in (e, f) and 98.2 Myr in (g, h)] marks the onset of formation of a concave-upward
slab bend in the shallow part of the slab (which later becomes the proximal flat slab hinge). Note that for the periodic flat slab subduction in (e) and the
periodicity in the flat slab dip angle in (g), the most pronounced flat slab times (lowest dips) and minima (highest dips) are indicated with white and black
arrows, respectively.

slab tip), which is very different from the reference model (Fig. 3)
and the other models (e.g. Fig. 12), which are all characterized by
periodic slab folds in their higher-viscosity lower mantle. In terms
of upper mantle slab geometry, model LM10 shows a progressive
decrease in δs and δf, leading to slab flattening at ∼40 Myr and

flat slab subduction from ∼42 Myr until the end of the simulation
(Fig. 11c), similar to the reference model, but there is no periodic
variability superimposed on these long-term dip angle trends, nor
on the overriding plate deformation rate and subducting plate veloc-
ity, in contrast to the reference model. Additionally, slab flattening
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Figure 9. Numerical results for two models with a different subducting plate thickness showing the slab geometry, the temporal evolution of the average slab
dip angle at 50–200 km depth (δs), the local slab dip angle to determine flat slab subduction (δf), and the subduction kinematics. (a, c, e) Model SP60 with a thin
subducting plate (60 km). (b, d, f) Model SP100 with a thick subducting plate (100 km). (a–b) Cross-sections showing the viscosity field, with which the slab
geometry can be observed for the two models during a late stage of subduction when flat slab subduction occurs. (c–d) δs (black circles) and δf (white circles
with black outline). Dark grey zones indicate periods of flat slab subduction when δf ≤ 10◦. First appearance of grey zone (178.5 Myr in (c) and 100.4 Myr in
(d)) marks the onset of formation of a concave-upward slab bend in the shallow part of the slab (which later becomes the proximal flat slab hinge). Note the
periodic flat slab subduction in (d). (e–f) Subducting plate velocity (vSP), trench velocity (vT) and overriding plate deformation rate (vOPD) for models SP60
and SP100.

starts much earlier and flat slab subduction lasts longer than in the
reference model (cf. Figs 11c and 8c). The trench retreat velocity
and subducting plate velocity are generally significantly higher than
for the reference model (cf. Figs 11d and 8d), and the trench velocity
drops significantly during slab flattening and flat slab subduction to
become slightly negative (advance) in an advanced stage of flat slab
subduction.

3.8 Influence of boundary conditions

Fig. 12 shows the influence of several boundary conditions on the
flow field in the mantle and the geometry of the slab, including the
occurrence/absence of a flat slab. The reference model, which has
free-slip boundaries everywhere and shows the formation of a flat
slab in a late stage of whole mantle subduction, is characterized by
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Figure 10. Numerical results for three models that include an oceanic plateau, showing (a–c) the evolution of the slab geometry and (d–f) the evolution of the
trench velocity (vT, retreat (oceanward) is positive) and subducting plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is positive). The cross-sections show the different particle
fields, with the plateau edges indicated by black arrows. (a, d) Model Plateau N-Buo with a positively buoyant plateau (with respect to the sublithospheric
mantle) originally located close to the trench. (b, e) Model Plateau N-Neu with a neutrally buoyant plateau originally located close to the trench. (c, f) Model
Plateau F-Buo with a positively buoyant plateau originally located far from the trench. The single black arrows in (d–f) indicate the time when the leading edge
of the plateau starts to subduct. The double black arrows in (d, f) indicate the time when slab detachment occurs. Note the change from trench retreat to trench
advance and the reduction in subducting plate velocity soon after plateau subduction commences.

a strong whole mantle poloidal circulation cell below the overriding
plate and fast trench-directed upper mantle flow below the overrid-
ing plate, which drags the overriding plate trenchward (Fig. 12a).
The whole mantle flow cell below the subducting plate is much less
pronounced. Model PSW BA100 with periodic sidewalls and free-
slip top and bottom is very similar to the reference model in terms of
mantle flow patterns and slab geometry, including flat slab subduc-
tion (Fig. 12b), although flat slab subduction does form earlier and
after less plate subduction. Model NSB BA100 with a no-slip bot-
tom boundary and free-slip boundaries elsewhere is different from
the reference model in terms of mantle flow field and upper mantle
slab geometry. The whole mantle flow cell below the overriding plate

has comparable velocities to the cell below the subducting plate, in
particular in the lower mantle. Also, although the streamlines in
the location of the lower mantle slab have a comparable range of
dip angles for the no-slip-bottom model (∼52–79◦) and reference
model (∼52–77◦), the lower mantle velocities are much lower in
the former (cf. Figs 12c and a). Furthermore, the trench-directed
upper mantle flow below the overriding plate is much slower com-
pared to the reference model. Flat slab subduction does not develop
in model NSB BA100 (nor in model NSB BA400), and the start
of slab flattening (formation of the concave-upward kink) occurs
much later (∼148.3 Myr for NSB BA100) than in the reference
model (109.4 Myr).
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Figure 11. Numerical results for model LM10 that includes a relatively low viscosity lower mantle (ηLM = 10ηUM-Max instead of 100ηUM-Max for the reference
model). (a) Three cross-sections showing the viscosity field in the upper mantle, illustrating the upper mantle slab geometry in an advanced stage of subduction,
including slab flattening and flat slab subduction. (b). Cross-sections showing the velocity field (left-hand panel) and viscosity field (right-hand panel) in the
entire model domain during an advanced stage of whole mantle subduction including a flat slab. (c) δs (black circles) and δf (white circles with black outline).
Dark grey zone indicates period of flat slab subduction, defined as the time when δf ≤ 10◦. First appearance of grey zone (40.0 Myr) marks the onset of
formation of a concave-upward slab bend in the shallow part of the slab (which later becomes the proximal flat slab hinge). (d) Subducting plate velocity (vSP,
trenchward is positive), trench velocity (vT, retreat (oceanward) is positive) and overriding plate deformation rate (vOPD, extension is positive). (e) Subduction
velocity (vS = vSP + vT).

4 D I S C U S S I O N

4.1 Flat slab initiation mechanism

The progressive decrease in slab dip angle and progressive slab
flattening in the models results from the resistance of the upper
mantle slab segment to roll back in a wide-slab setting, in par-
ticular once the slab starts to sink into the lower mantle, and the
trenchward motion of the overriding plate (Schellart 2017, Fig. 13).
Slab dip angle reduction and slab flattening are further enhanced
by mantle wedge suction forces and (minor) subslab vertical com-
pressive forces. The models represent the central part of a wide
subduction zone, where relatively strong wedge suction forces can
develop due to the large distance of lateral slab edges. The presence
of such edges, which allow for lateral, trench-parallel, mantle in-
flow (Dvorkin et al. 1993; Schellart et al. 2007), decreases wedge
suction and enhances a steep slab dip angle for narrow slabs and
near lateral edges of wide slabs (Schellart 2020). Furthermore, the
strength of the slab itself periodically promotes lower dip angles
due to its resistance to buckle at the 660 km discontinuity, where
the formation of a new slab fold results in the upward transmission
of compressive buckling stresses through the slab that temporarily
support a lower slab dip angle at shallower depth. This explains the

periodic nature of the slab dip angle evolution shown by all models
(e.g. Figs 8 and 9) except model LM10, which did not show any
slab folding at the 660 km discontinuity (Fig. 11). Evidence for the
periodicity of transmission of these compressive buckling stresses
can be found in the slab pull stresses in the subducting plate at the
surface. Fig. 4(i) shows the evolution of these stresses with time
at two depth levels in the subducting plate, one in the viscoplas-
tic top layer and one in the low-viscosity bottom layer. Note that
σ XX in the viscoplastic top layer is limited due to the yield stress.
These stresses vary periodically with the same periodicity as vsp, vs,
vsp/vs, δs and δf. The local minima in σ XX closely coincide with the
minima in the dip angles δs and δf, indicating that at times when
the slab buckling stress provides temporary support for a lower dip
angle, the upward-transmitted compressive stress is maximum such
that the net slab pull stress in the subducting plate at the surface is
minimum.

The trenchward motion of the overriding plate is due to a strong
basal drag, causing the leading edge of the overriding plate to
actively push the subduction zone hinge backward (oceanward),
thereby causing a long-term decrease in upper mantle slab dip an-
gle and enhancing wedge suction (Fig. 13). The strong basal drag
results from sublithospheric mantle flow that is part of a whole
mantle poloidal return flow cell below the overriding plate, which is
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Figure 12. Numerical results for models with different boundary conditions at an advanced stage of whole mantle subduction. (a) the reference model with
free-slip boundaries everywhere. (b) Model PSW BA100, which is the same as the reference model, except that it has periodic side-wall boundary conditions.
(c) Model NSB BA100, which is the same as the reference model except that it has a no-slip bottom boundary condition. Panels on the left-hand side show
the velocity field, while panels on the right-hand side show the non-dimensional viscosity field, thereby illustrating the slab geometry, as well as a number of
streamlines (white dashed lines).

Figure 13. Schematic diagram illustrating the driving mechanism of flat slab subduction and overriding plate shortening during an advanced stage of subduction
with the slab extending deep into the lower mantle. This whole mantle subduction drives two poloidal flow cells, one weak cell below the subducting plate
and one strong cell below the overriding plate. The strong poloidal cell drives the strong trench-directed flow below the overriding plate, which applies a
trench-directed basal drag, and this drag force decreases trenchward, causing the overriding plate to experience trench-normal compression and to move
trenchward and push back the trench hinge of the subducting plate, which causes further compression in the overriding plate. Push-back of the trench hinge
causes the slab dip angle to decrease, causing the mantel wedge tip to narrow and the mantle wedge suction to increase. Such suction, together with basal
compression, promotes flat slab subduction together with slab buckling stresses that form due to folding of the slab at the 660 km discontinuity and the
transmission of compressive stresses through the upper mantle slab towards the shallow upper mantle.
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induced by the sinking subducting slab (Schellart 2017; Yang et al.
2019). The poloidal flow is particularly strong below the overrid-
ing plate, and weaker below the subducting plate, because of the
asymmetry of subduction in which slab sinking is oriented towards
the overriding plate side (Fig. 13). The strength of this return flow
cell also depends on boundary conditions (Fig. 12). With a no-slip
condition at the core-mantle boundary, the poloidal cell, and with
it the return flow in the upper mantle, is much reduced compared
to a free-slip boundary, and so slab flattening starts much later and
no flat slab subduction develops for the duration of the model run
(Fig. 12c), while in the free-slip model it does (Fig. 12a). We note
however, that for all models the poloidal return flow would likely
have been stronger in case a 3D spherical geometry would have been
used, as the return flow path would have been shorter, ultimately
leading to faster slab dip angle reductions and faster slab flattening.

Slab folding at the 660 km discontinuity and in the lower mantle
has been observed in many previous modelling studies (e.g. Griffiths
et al. 1995; Guillou-Frottier et al. 1995; Christensen 1996; Schellart
2005; Ribe et al. 2007; Běhounková & Čı́žková 2008; Lee & King
2011; Čı́žková & Bina 2013; Garel et al. 2014; Schellart 2017).
The current models show that such folding can enhance flat slab
subduction. As a buckling instability is supported at its base by
the 660 km viscosity step, the buckled slab periodically supports a
lower slab dip angle at its top in the uppermost mantle (∼0–200 km,
Fig. 7) through the mechanical strength of the slab and the resistance
to buckling. The upper mantle slab segment thus behaves as a strong
beam that can transmit stresses from the 660 km discontinuity to
the surface, and can thereby also modulate the slab pull in the
subducting plate (Fig. 4i), as discussed earlier. Such behaviour can
also be expected for slabs in nature, as slabs have a significantly
greater viscosity than the ambient upper mantle, with estimated
slab/upper mantle effective viscosity ratios in nature of the order
140–510 (Ribe 2010) or 100–700 (Schellart 2008b), comparable to
ratios used in the models (in the range 270–644). Once the slab dip
angle has been reduced sufficiently after ∼100 Myr (Fig. 8), a small
decrease in dip angle during a new slab folding phase, together
with a relatively high effective suction, can thus lead to flat slab
subduction.

If the above-proposed conceptual mechanism would apply to the
numerical models (and nature) one would thus expect that slab
flattening is dependent on the spatial dimensions of the buckling
instability, with a thicker slab likely producing a larger wavelength
fold, which would lead to flat slab subduction at an earlier time. This
hypothesis is supported by model SP100, with a larger subducting
plate thickness (100 km) compared to the reference model (80 km)
and model SP60 with a smaller plate thickness (60 km). The re-
sults indeed show that flat slab subduction occurs earlier (105 Myr
compared to 126 Myr) for a stronger slab (model SP100, Fig. 9d)
compared to a weaker slab (reference model, Fig. 8c) and compared
to the weakest slab (SP60), which develops a flat slab very late, at
∼222 Myr (Fig. 9c).

During slab flattening and flat slab subduction, the uppermost
∼200 km of the slab is characterized by three subduction hinges
(Fig. 1c) that impose bending stresses and strains on the slab. Fig. 14
shows model SP100-BA400 with a 100 km thick subducting plate
and strong backarc, which has produced a large flat slab. Figs 14(b)
and (c) show σ XX and the second invariant of the strain rate in the
subducting plate and slab down to 250 km, from which we can
deduce that the stresses and strain rates in the different bending
zones are reasonably conform to what one would expect given the
curvature increases and decreases due to bending, in particular in the
strong core layer of the slab, and are in reasonable agreement with

the work of Sandiford et al. (2020), for example the 25 Myr panel
in their Fig. 6. Nevertheless, some differences arise because other
mechanisms are active that also impose stresses and strains on the
slab. In particular, shear stresses at the inclined and flat part of the
subduction zone interface cause compressive σ XX in the slab close
to the interface and in the upper part of the trench hinge zone, which
resembles an accretionary wedge-type structure. Other stresses that
modulate the system include the slab’s negative buoyancy and the
upward-transmitted stresses due to periodic buckling. The flat slab
segment shows downdip tensile stresses in the uppermost ∼50 per
cent of the strong core layer, mostly downdip tensile stresses in
the upper layer of the slab, and downdip compressive stresses in
the bottommost ∼50 per cent of the core layer and the bottom
layer (Fig. 14b). Such stresses would thus predict downdip tensile
seismicity in the flat slab segment (given that the seismicity is
approximately limited to the upper half of the slab), in agreement
with the analysis of Sandiford et al. (2020).

The geodynamic models demonstrate that flat slab subduction
can develop without lateral buoyancy variations in the subduct-
ing plate and without externally-driven plate motion or externally-
forced trench retreat. During slab flattening vT decreases and during
flat slab subduction vT is generally slow, between −0.5 and 1.0 cm/yr
in models BA50, BA200, BA400, SP60, SP100 and the reference
model (Figs 8 and 9). This is different from models with externally
imposed trenchward overriding plate motion forcing trench retreat,
which show flat slab subduction for retreat rates of 2–6 cm yr–1

in models with a 2-D spatial set-up (e.g. van Hunen et al. 2004;
Manea & Gurnis 2007; Arcay et al. 2008; Gerya et al. 2009) and
9–14 cm yr–1 for models with a 3-D set-up (Espurt et al. 2008).
During slab flattening and flat slab subduction, vSP is generally also
lower with reduced peak heights and vOPD generally shows a de-
crease in shortening rate (Figs 8, 9 and 14). The reduced vSP results
from the increased subduction interface contact area, and thus larger
shear resistance, during slab flattening and flat slab subduction as
well as lower slab pull transmitted to the subducting plate (Fig. 4i).
The lower vSP gives a lower subduction rate, and with it a slower
mantle circulation rate and lower shear drag forces at the base of
the overriding plate. This explains why the compressive stresses in
the overriding plate are somewhat lower during maximum flat slab
subduction than during the start of flat slab subduction (Fig. 5g),
and why shortening rates in the overriding plate are lower (Figs 8, 9
and 14).

Flat slab development in the models presented here is supported
by a relatively strong suction force in the tip of the mantle wedge
(Fig. 6) that dominates over subslab overpressure forces (Fig. 6),
in agreement with corner flow models (Tovish et al. 1978) and
evolutionary subduction models (Manea & Gurnis 2007; Schellart
2020). Earlier work has shown that, apart from the moderate increase
in vertical compressive deviatoric stresses at the base of the slab
and tensional deviatoric stresses in the tip of the mantle wedge from
initial subduction until slab flattening, the effective suction force
increases as well due to the gradual decrease in shallow dip angle
of the slab (Schellart 2020).

The models further show that, in a buoyancy-driven subduction
environment and with a 2-D spatial set-up, subduction of a light
or neutrally buoyant plateau does not promote flat slab subduc-
tion (Fig. 10). In fact, the models show significant steepening of
the slab during plateau subduction, in agreement with results from
buoyancy-driven lab experiments in which the buoyant plateau had
the same width as the subducting plate (Espurt et al. 2008) and
buoyancy-driven 2-D numerical models of arc-continent collision
and partial continental subduction (Bina et al. 2020), but opposite
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Figure 14. Numerical results for model SP100-BA400 that includes a thick subducting plate (100 km) and a high-viscosity backarc (ηBA = 400ηUM-Max),
showing the slab geometry, stresses, strain rates and the temporal evolution of the slab dip angles and subduction kinematics. (a) Cross-section showing the
viscosity field, with which the slab geometry can be observed during a late stage of subduction when the flat slab has its maximum extent. (b,c) Zoom-ins of flat
slab region [dashed rectangle shown in (a)] showing the slab and overriding plate trench-normal horizontal deviatoric normal stress σXX and non-dimensional
second invariant of the strain rate, respectively. Note that the grey lines in the slab and subducting plate in (b) and (c) mark the top and bottom boundary of
the strong core layer, while the grey line in the overriding plate indicates the Moho. (d) δs (black circles) and δf (white circles with black outline). Dark grey
zone indicates period of flat slab subduction, defined as the time when δf ≤ 10◦. First appearance of grey zone (at 90.3 Myr) marks the onset of formation
of a concave-upward slab bend in the shallow part of the slab (which later becomes the proximal flat slab hinge). Flat slab subduction starts at 97.5 Myr.
(e) Subducting plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is positive), trench velocity (vT, retreat (oceanward) is positive) and overriding plate deformation rate (vOPD,
extension is positive). (f) Subduction velocity (vS = vSP + vT).

to what is shown in 2-D models with externally imposed trenchward
overriding plate motion and/or subducting plate motion, which gen-
erally show significant slab flattening and flat slab subduction (e.g.
van Hunen et al. 2002; Liu & Currie 2016). The difference can be
explained by the fact that in the buoyancy-driven model the sub-
duction rate dramatically decreases during plateau subduction due
to the smaller upper mantle slab negative buoyancy force, which
causes the wedge suction force to drop and the slab to steepen.
In the models with velocity boundary conditions, the subduction
rate remains constant during plateau subduction, and the plateau is
forced under the overriding plate at a faster rate than it would sink
under buoyancy forces only, hence forcing plateau underplating.

4.2 Flat slab termination mechanism

Flat slab termination, as occurred for the Farallon slab in North
America in the Eocene (Henderson et al. 1984; Liu et al. 2010) and
the proto-Pacific slab in South China in the Jurassic (Li & Li 2007),
could be ascribed to the ending or migration of ridge/plateau sub-
duction (e.g. Henderson et al. 1984; Li & Li 2007), which changes
the slab buoyancy, or to slab tearing (e.g. Antonijevic et al. 2015;
Schepers et al. 2017) or slab window formation to allow for in-
flow of subslab mantle into the mantle wedge region (e.g. Schellart
et al. 2010; Király et al. 2020), thereby releasing both the under-
pressure in the mantle wedge and the overpressure in the subslab
mantle. In the reference model and models BA50, SP60 and SP100,
however, the flat slab disappears without such occurrences. Instead,

flat slab termination happens when the leading part of the over-
riding plate has been thickened considerably (from 60 km to max.
∼110–120 km for the reference model). During the slab flatten-
ing phase and flat slab subduction phase, thickening is maximum
above the central part of the flat slab segment and the distal flat
slab hinge (Figs 5a–d, 7, 9a–b and 15a–b). The thickening forces
this part of the slab downward, thereby increasing its dip angle
(δ) near the distal hinge (Figs 15c–d). Overriding plate thicken-
ing also increases the dip angle of the overriding plate base (β)
near the distal hinge (Figs 5b–e, 15b–c). A consequence of this
and the slab steepening is that α increases rapidly after 135 Myr
(Figs 4h and 15c). As the mantle wedge tip progressively widens,
the vertical suction stress decreases in the mantle wedge while the
effective suction force decreases more so due to the slab steepen-
ing (Fig. 6c). The vertical stresses in the ambient mantle can no
longer sustain the flat slab, thereby ending the phase of flat slab
subduction.

The termination of flat slab subduction is facilitated through
small-scale upper mantle poloidal flow, as demonstrated in the ref-
erence model, which results from the straightening of the slab. The
lower part of the upper mantle slab (between ∼200 and 660 km)
has an upper, gentle-dipping, segment (∼30–40◦) that is sinking
in a ∼slab-dip parallel fashion and a lower, subvertical, segment
that pushes mantle material ∼subhorizontally towards the overrid-
ing plate side, and then up and towards the subducting plate side
(Figs 15c–d and 16d–e). This return flow cell in the mantle wedge
facilitates the slab to straighten out and remove the flat slab segment
at shallow levels. In the numerical model, the underpressure in the
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Figure 15. Schematic conceptual model of flat slab termination and geo-
metric evolution of the mantle wedge. (a) Slab flattening and start of flat slab
subduction during decreasing mantle wedge tip angle (α), low overriding
plate basal slope (β), and decreasing slab top dip angle (δ). (b) Maximum
flat slab during high wedge suction, an increasing β due to major overriding
plate thickening above the flat slab and distal flat slab hinge, low δ and
low α. (c) Start of flat slab removal during decreasing suction, high β, and
increasing δ and α. (d) End phase of flat slab removal and start of normal
subduction.

tip of the mantle wedge is thus not released through inflow from the
subslab region through a slab tear or window, but through inflow
from the lower part of the mantle wedge.

The cause for termination of flat slab subduction in western North
America is unclear, but might be associated with the passing of
a large oceanic plateau. Here an alternative model is proposed,
or at least an additional contributing factor, in which lithospheric
thickening at the Laramide orogen located near the distal flat slab
hinge in the east forced mantle wedge tip opening. This would
have reduced the wedge suction and would ultimately have resulted

in collapse of the flat slab and resumption of normal subduction,
similar to the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 15.

4.3 Flat slab length

For most models the flat slab length is about 150–200 km. The
lowest flat slab length of ∼120 km was observed for model SP60
(Fig. 7a) and the highest flat slab length of ∼250 km for model
SP100-BA400 (Fig. 14). Such flat slab dimensions are sufficient to
explain the ∼150-, ∼200- and ∼250-km-long flat slab segments in
Mexico, Central Peru and Central Chile, respectively (Figs 1i, k, l).
They are, however, on the short side to explain all of the ∼300-km-
long flat slab segment in Northern Peru (Fig. 1j). Here, the extra
50–150 km of flat slab can be attributed to the extra lift of the
Inca Plateau, a relatively buoyant plateau that has been proposed
by Gutscher et al. (1999) to be the cause for flat slab subduction.
The modelled flat slab lengths are likely too short to explain the
entire flat slab that existed in North America during the Laramide
orogeny. With a maximum trench-arc distance of ∼1000 km (Coney
& Reynolds 1977), and assuming a trench-proximal flat slab hinge
distance of ∼300 km and a flat slab edge-distal flat slab hinge
distance of ∼100 km (e.g. Fig. 1j), then the Laramide flat slab
segment would have been ∼600 km in trench-normal length. This
is evidently much longer than the flat slab lengths modelled here
(∼150–250 km). The combination of strong trenchward motion
of the overriding North American Plate, subduction of aseismic
ridges/oceanic plateaus during flat slab subduction (e.g. Henderson
et al. 1984; Liu et al. 2010; Liu & Currie 2016), and the wide
slab setting and long subduction history (Schellart 2020) could be
invoked to explain the extraordinary length of the flat slab segment.

Earlier geodynamic models of flat slab subduction show flat slab
lengths that are generally somewhat higher than reported here, with
maximum lengths of ∼300 km (van Hunen et al. 2002; Rodrı́guez-
González et al. 2012), ∼350 km (van Hunen et al. 2004; Manea
& Gurnis 2007; Gerya et al. 2009), ∼400 km (Arcay et al. 2008),
∼500 km (van Hunen et al. 2000) and ∼700 km (Liu & Currie
2016). What all these earlier models have in common is that plate
motion and/or trench motion were externally forced, rather than
buoyancy-driven as in this work. A certain amount of external forc-
ing can be justified (if quantified and properly scaled with respect
to available buoyancy forces), in case the model represents a flat
slab subduction segment that forms part of a larger subduction zone
that includes segments without flat slab subduction, such that the
flat-slab-free subduction segments provide an additional subduction
drive to the flat slab subduction segment. However, in models with
a 2-D spatial set-up this can evidently never be the case due to the
implied infinite slab width with invariable geometry in the third di-
mension, which means an infinitely wide (trench-parallel) flat slab.
A next step forward in simulating spatially confined flat slab sub-
duction could thus be to test and study flat slab formation using
buoyancy-driven models with a 3-D spatial set-up. A difficulty here
could be that this would require major computational resources,
considering that recent work has shown that, in a buoyancy-driven
environment, flat slab development only occurs in the centre of
very wide subduction zones after prolonged subduction into the
deep lower mantle (Schellart 2020). This requires investigating the
long-term evolution of subduction models in very large modelling
domains.
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Figure 16. Numerical results of the reference model at high resolution (Reference HighRes) showing the velocity field during slab flattening, flat slab
subduction and flat slab removal. Dark grey lines show outlines of subducting plate, slab and overriding plate, while light grey lines show Moho in overriding
plate and internal layering in subducting plate and slab.

4.4 Flat slab duration

Duration of the flat slab phase depends significantly on overriding
plate backarc strength (Figs 7 and 8). A stronger overriding plate
thickens more slowly and thereby sustains the flat slab for longer
as the base of the overriding plate remains relatively flat for longer,
thereby retarding the increase in overriding plate basal slope β.
This is demonstrated with the reference model and models BA50,
BA200 and BA400 (Fig. 8) in which the overriding plate backarc
non-dimensional viscosity varies between 50 and 400. For BA400
the flat slab phase lasts at least 75 Myr, from ∼116 Myr until the
end of the model run at 191 Myr, which is much longer than for
BA50 (6 Myr).

Those subduction segments in nature that have an active flat
slab acquired their flat slab at ∼8 Ma [Central Peru; Rosenbaum
et al. (2005)], ∼4 Ma [Southern Peru; Rosenbaum et al. (2005)],
∼20 Ma [Central Chile; Kay & Abbruzzi (1996)] and 30–25 Ma
[Mexico; Ferrari et al. (1999), Morán-Zenteno et al. (1999), Kim
et al. (2010)]. Considering that these flat slab conditions might
continue into the future for many millions of years, the flat slab
durations of 8, 4, 20 and 25–30 Myr should be considered as a
minimum. Nevertheless, such durations are of the same order of
magnitude as observed for the reference model (18 Myr) and models
SP60 (25 Myr), SP100 (8 Myr), BA50 (6 Myr) and SP100-B400
(≥51 Myr).

Several older phases of flat slab subduction along the South
American subduction margin have been reported to last approxi-
mately 10–25 Myr (Horton 2018), which is again very comparable
to the flat slab duration in a number of models presented here. The

Laramide flat slab subduction phase lasted ∼30 Myr (Humphreys
2009), a duration which is comparable to that of model SP60
(25 Myr) and intermediate to what is observed for the reference
model (∼18 Myr) and BA400 (≥75 Myr). The flat slab subduction
phase that has been proposed to explain the broad intracontinental
Mesozoic orogen in South China lasted some 40 Myr, from the mid
Triassic (∼230 Ma) until the Early Jurassic (∼190 Ma, Li & Li
2007). Such a duration is intermediate to what is observed for the
reference model and model BA400.

4.5 Short-lived, long-lived and periodic flat slab
subduction

From the model results presented in Figs 8, 9, 11 and 14 one can
define three modes of flat slab subduction, the first two being short-
lived, transient, flat slab subduction (e.g. Figs 8a and 9c) and long-
lived flat slab subduction (e.g. Figs 8g, 11c and 14d). The third
type is periodic flat slab subduction (e.g. Figs 8e and 9d). It is best
observed for model BA200 showing periodic changes in δf with long
periods of flat slab subduction followed by short periods where
δf > 10◦ (Fig. 8e). Model BA400 shows comparable behaviour
with periodic changes in δf, but δf does not exceed 10◦ and so flat
slab subduction is continuous (following our definition of flat slab
subduction) (Fig. 8g). Periodic/episodic flat slab subduction and
arc migration have recently been reported for the southern Central
Andes (Horton 2018), which could tentatively be ascribed to the
periodic folding at the 660 km discontinuity. The length scales of
the periodic/episodic arc migration (∼60 and ∼80 km) can easily
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be explained by the periodic dip angle changes (see also Schellart
2017), but the timescale of periodicity in nature (∼50–60 Myr) is
larger than that observed in the models (10–30 Myr). The periodic
subduction behaviour could also be possibly linked with the cyclic
or episodic nature of continental and oceanic magmatic arcs (e.g.
DeCelles et al. 2009; Ducea et al. 2015; Triantafyllou et al. 2020).

For all models, δs remains almost constant during flat slab sub-
duction, for example ranging between 18.5◦ and 20◦ for model
BA400 (Fig. 8g). During long-lived flat slab subduction δf changes
periodically (periodicity of ∼10–30 Myr) for all models, for ex-
ample between −3◦ and 9◦ for model BA400, except for model
LM10. The periodic change in δf and the periodic flat slab sub-
duction result directly from the periodic slab folding at the 660 km
discontinuity (Figs 3, 12 and A1). Indeed, the lack of periodic slab
folding in model LM10 explains the absence in periodic slab dip
angle changes and periodic velocities (Figs 11c–e).

For those models with periodic changes in δf, the local minima
(i.e. times when the flat slab is most pronounced, white arrows
in Figs 8e–h) generally correspond with low subducting plate and
trench velocities, and thus low subduction rates. This results from
the higher shear tractions, because the contact area between the
subducting and overriding plates is highest at such times, as well
as the lower slab pull transmitted to the subducting plate (Fig. 4i).
The intervening local maxima in δf (i.e. times when the flat slab
is absent or less pronounced, black arrows in Figs. 8e–h) generally
correspond with high subducting plate velocities and higher trench
velocities, and thus high subduction rates, because the contact area,
and thus shear resistance, is lowest at these times and because
the slab pull transmitted to the subducting plate is higher. Such
periodic behaviour of subduction rates could possibly cause cyclic
or episodic variations in productivity of continental and oceanic
magmatic arcs.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

Our buoyancy-driven numerical simulations of progressive subduc-
tion provide support for the conceptual model of flat slab formation
in which lower mantle slab penetration and whole mantle subduction
are required to produce a strong poloidal flow cell below the over-
riding plate. This flow cell drags the overriding plate trenchward,
causing the upper mantle slab dip angle to decrease progressively
over time, as the subduction zone hinge is actively being pushed
back while the deeper portions of the slab in the upper mantle and
lower mantle are not pushed backwards (Fig. 13). The low slab
dip angle enhances mantle wedge suction, especially in the centre
of a wide subduction zone (Dvorkin et al. 1993; Schellart 2020),
promoting flat slab formation. The models indicate that, apart from
mantle wedge suction supporting flat slabs, and to a lesser extent
vertical compression at the base of the flat slab, slab folding at the
660 km discontinuity also plays an important role as the buckling
slab periodically supports a relatively low slab dip in the shallow
upper mantle through transmitting in-plane compressive stresses
from the 660 km discontinuity upward. Such folding continues to
play a role during flat slab subduction, producing periodic changes
in the dip angle of the flat slab segment, which can lead to periodic
flat slab subduction and periodic migration of arc magmatism.

The numerical models have shown that flat slab subduction can
be reproduced in a buoyancy-driven environment without external
forcing of plate motion, plate boundary motion or mantle flow. The
models have also demonstrated that flat slab subduction can occur
without plateau/ridge subduction and during slow-negligible trench

migration rates, in most models ranging between −0.5 cm yr−1

(advance) and 1.0 cm yr−1 (retreat). In fact, the models show that,
in a 2-D buoyancy-driven environment, subduction of a plateau
counters the formation of a flat slab, as it slows down subduction
and causes a steepening of the shallow slab.

Finally, the models have shown that flat slab subduction disap-
pears due to the local overriding plate shortening and thickening
it produces, which forces mantle wedge opening and a reduction
in effective mantle wedge suction, causing collapse of the flat slab
(Fig. 15). As such, local slab tearing or passing of a buoyant aseis-
mic ridge/plateau is not required to explain flat slab termination.
Considering that overriding plate strength has a major control on
the shortening rate and the periodic nature thereof, it has a strong
control on the duration of flat slab subduction, which increases with
increasing strength. As such, it is this parameter that also has a
major control on the style of flat slab subduction, be it short-lived,
transient, flat slab subduction for a weak backarc, periodic flat slab
subduction for an intermediate-strength backarc and long-lived flat
slab subduction for a strong backarc. Surprisingly, periodic flat slab
subduction does not produce periodic overriding plate deformation.
Rather, periodic overriding plate deformation is found to occur prior
to flat slab subduction and is most pronounced with a weak backarc,
as demonstrated with our geodynamic models (Fig. 8).
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A P P E N D I X A : R E S O LU T I O N T E S T S

The reference model has been run at three different resolutions to
test its influence on the evolution of the subduction system, the
kinematics of subduction and on the development of flat slab sub-
duction. The resolutions that have been used are 512 by 192, 1024
by 512 and 2048 by 1024 elements. The models generally show a

very comparable evolution, in which the evolving slab geometry
is close to identical in the three models. Indeed, during flat slab
subduction the flat slab segment, the remaining upper mantle slab
segment and the folded slab pile in the lower mantle are compa-
rable in shape and size (Fig. A1). The evolution of the velocities,
such as vSP, vT and vS, is comparable as well, showing comparable
velocity magnitudes, strongly periodic behaviour for vSP and vS,
and less-developed periodic behaviour for vT, which shows an over-
all decreasing trend towards negligible velocities during flat slab
subduction (Fig. A2). The subduction partitioning vSP/vS is compa-
rable as well, with a general increase in value with increasing time
towards 1 at the end of each model run, and periodic behaviour su-
perimposed on this long-term trend (Fig. A2d). The evolution of δf

is very comparable as well, giving an overall decrease with progres-
sive time with a periodic variation superimposed on this long-term
trend, and a period of flat slab subduction in a late stage with a flat
slab subduction angle close to 0◦. From the curves and data plotted in
Fig. A2 it is further clear that all velocities increase with increasing
resolution, and that those curves and data for the standard and high-
resolution models show considerable overlap, while those for the
low-resolution model are somewhat more stretched along the time
axis.

Figure A1. Results of resolutions tests for the reference model with three different spatial resolutions, showing model cross sections with the non-dimensional
viscosity field, and with it the geometry of the slab, subducting plate and overriding plate. (a) Model Reference LowRes with 512 (horizontal) by 192 (vertical)
elements. (b) Reference model with the standard resolution (1024 by 512 elements). (c) Model Reference HighRes with 2048 by 1024 elements. Note that the
geometries in the models are nearly identical.
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Figure A2. Results of resolutions tests for the reference model with three different spatial resolutions (512 × 192, 1024 × 512, and 2048 × 1024 elements),
showing the temporal evolution of the subduction zone kinematics and the local slab dip angle (δf). (a) Subducting plate velocity (vSP, trenchward is positive).
(b) Trench velocity (vT, retreat is positive). (c) Subduction velocity (vS = vT + vSP). (d) Subduction partitioning ratio (vSP/vS). (e) δf. Note that the results have
been centred on the time of occurrence of the first maximum in vSP, which occurs during the upper mantle subduction phase.
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